
My dear fellow countrymen, citizens of Chandigarh

CONGRATULATIONS:

1. Today we are celebrating the 68th Independence Day. On this
auspicious occasion I convey my good wishes and congratulate you all.

SALUTE:

2. The day we are celebrating today was marked as a symbol of our
independence after a long wait and struggle. I take this opportunity to
salute and pay homage to all those who laid down their lives selflessly in
the freedom struggle. I also salute our brave soldiers who died fighting,
guarding our motherland.  Holding them in great esteem I bow to all these
martyrs in reverence.

CITY:

3. We are fortunate that we are the citizens of this great nation and
dwell in this beautiful city. The administration is ever active and committed
in enhancing the beauty and hygiene of the city, but to sustain it, we need
your support. It is the duty of every citizen to help in keeping the parks and
public places immaculately neat and tidy.

4. Governed by the Centre, Chandigarh is the capital of Panjab and
Haryana. It houses several government offices of the three governments.
Spread in 114 sq km, with 61 sectors and 13 villages, Chandigarh has
around12 lakh populace.

POLICE AND SAFETY:

5. The security of a place depends on the effectiveness of the work
culture of the law enforcing institutions. I feel proud to say that the police
department of this city does its duty with great sincerity and laud all its
branches : crime branch, women and child support unit, cyber crime, traffic
unit and the other branches for their unflinching efforts in making us feel
secure.

6. Chandigarh police is sensitive towards women safety. To ensure this,
this year in all the 11 police stations the helpdesks, along with women and
child helpline 1091, have been initiated where women police personnel are
available 24 hours. With the aid of charitable institutions, department of
Health and Social Welfare, the rape victims are rendered professional



counselling, medical aid and are helped in rehabilitation. Women are also
taught self defence techniques. From 11 pm till 5 am women can avail help
from the PCR van, which will also have a woman police personnel, to help
her reach her destination. To curb the evil of eve teasing this department
also organises awareness camps.

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT:

7. Chandigarh Traffic Police is doing a commendable job by roping in
technology to enforce the traffic rules and aid traffic management efficacy.
The department has achieved great success in curbing high speed driving
and other offences related to traffic with the help of the radar system, e-
challan and CCTV cameras etc. They have displayed their astute
dedication towards their service by going a step ahead through the usage
of youtube and WhatsApp to get in touch with the public for raising traffic
and road safety awareness.

8. To give a fail-safe secure environment to the citizens, another step
taken is to seek permission to provide 60 acre land for separate campus at
Sarangpur for an additional Indian Reserve Batallion (IRB) and to add more
women police personnel in Chandigarh Police. For the convenience of the
people the facility of Mobile Police Stations has been initiated and in the
coming days a web of such stations would come up to render all aid to
ensure the safety of the people and to help trap the criminals. A plan to set
up an underground control room is under consideration. Our aim and
endeavour is to see Chandigarh Police setting an example of being the
most vigilant, competent, resourceful and committed towards its duty to
safeguard the city beautiful.

SOLAR ENERGY

9. The demand for electrical energy is increasing day by day due to the
increase in population. Being indispensable its paucity alarms us. The
Centre and the Chandigarh administration are together taking effective
measures to match up to the ever rising demand of electricity.

10. Energy can be generated in several ways but the solar energy
exclusively is available to everyone. By tapping it we will not only be able to
tackle the electricity deficit but the future generations too would benefit from
such an endeavour.

11. The centre, under the Solar Energy Program has given Chandigarh
the status of a Model Solar City and our mission is that all, including the
private establishments and homes profit from this venture.



12. In near future solar energy will be the major source of power. The
centre has initiated various projects to utilize this everlasting source of
energy. To promote its use the govt gives 30 percent of the total cost spent
on the equipment, installed to tap it. This natural source of energy is easily
made available by installing solar panels on the rooftops. It has a great
potential to be utilised on agricultural fields as well. In Chandigarh many
streetlights are illuminated by solar power. We are working towards
optimum use of solar power in govt offices, schools and colleges.

LEGAL SERVICES

13. The State Legal Services Authority extends all kinds of help to all,
especially the senior citizens. It would be pertinent to note here that
Chandigarh has around 1 lakh senior citizens. To create awareness about
the legal services, awareness camps and workshops are organised. Stress
is on amicably resolving the Family feuds. Lok Adalats too are instrumental
in providing fast and inexpensive justice. A mobile van to spread legal
awareness is being used. These are some of the effective and
praiseworthy measures undertaken to build a just society.

14. 25 legal literacy clubs are being run in educational institutions that
would go a long way in building a strong, righteous and fair society.

15. Through various ways --- films, street plays and radio talks ----
information about the government policies is being disseminated.

16. All these efforts will definitely pave the way for a healthier and
happier society.

17. Chandigarh is basically a hub of governing bodies. The different
offices of Panjab, Haryana and Central government, High Court and Vidhan
Sabha are located here. In our Draft Master Plan we have given priority to
accommodate the housing and other needs of the people working in these
offices. We have also planned systematic measures to retain and enhance
the city’s splendour at the same time planned to augment progression in
education, health, environment, traffic etc so as to fulfil the growing needs
of the different sections of the society.

MASTER PLAN

18. It is a great challenge to transform Chandigarh according to the
current necessities while retaining its uniqueness. A committee has been
setup for formulating the master plan of the city and the recommendations
of the committee have been incorporated in the finalisation of the plan. The



ideas and recommendations of the citizens submitted in writing to the Chief
Architect have been considered for incorporation in the Master plan. A draft
Master plan 2031 will be submitted to the Govt of India after
comprehensive brain storming by the doyens in different fields.

HOUSING BOARD

19. An ambitious slum rehabilitation scheme has been launched under
JNNURM in Union Territory of Chandigarh, the aim of which is to provide
residence to the needy to make Chandigarh a slum free city.

20. It gives me immense pleasure to notice that the planning by
Chandigarh Housing Board and Chandigarh Administration for construction
of the dwelling units has been very good and is in consonance with basic
external, internal and social requirements. The facilities provided will
ensure a clean and hygienic environment to all the beneficiaries. The
endeavour of the Chandigarh Administration to provide solar panels on roof
top of 132 blocks for generating solar generated electricity is an important
initiative.

21. After successful completion and subsequent allotment of 8440 small
flats to the beneficiaries at Dhanas, construction of additional 5000 new
flats have commenced. On completion and allotment of these 5000
dwelling units, Chandigarh will be the first slum free city in India. The
herculean effort and planning put in by Chandigarh Housing Board and
Chandigarh Administration towards the same deserves mentioning and is
praiseworthy.

PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

22. National Food Security Act -2013 has been implemented with effect
from 01 February 2014. Under this act, 53000 eligible selected families
have been registered and are already reaping the benefits of the scheme.
The beneficiaries are being distrusted 3 Kilogram of wheat @ of Rs 2 and 2
kilogram rice @ of Rs 3 per month. Registration to provide benefit to 100%
eligible beneficiaries is under progress.

23. Steps have been initiated to open 35 Fair price shops with an aim to
facilitate all eligible beneficiaries. A ‘public complaint cell’ is also instituted
to address the grievances of the beneficiaries. The Administration is
resolved and committed to implement and provide the benefits of Public
Distribution System in a transparent manner.



24. Special emphasis and efforts are being paid to the development of
PGI and Panjab University in conjunction with city’s development. Panjab
University in its illustrious and long history has immensely contributed and
achieved many milestones in the field of education and has given India and
the world plethora of scholars in myriad number of fields.

25. In the same way, PGI from the time of its inception has left its mark in
the field of health care. The contribution and services provided by this
renowned apex institute is recognised not only in Panjab, Haryana and
Himachal but by the whole country. People from all the corners of the
country come to this renowned Institution to receive quality health and
medical care. Both the Institutions are exquisite jewels in the crown of
Chandigarh.Time have come for us to propound a development plan for
expansion of these premier Institutes keeping in consideration a futuristic
approach toward the education and health requirements for the next 50
years. Keeping these requirements into consideration, the Administration
has formulated plans to allot land to these Institutions.

26. Our aim would be to encourage study and research in new fields. Our
aim would also be to provide all types of facilities particularly
accommodation to all the students, especially women.  We will also strive
to provide accommodation and infrastructure to the teachers and the other
people who work here. Chandigarh Administration will ensure all kinds of
assistance.

27. Chandigarh Administration’s special efforts to provide ‘Potato and
Onions’ at reasonable price to counter balance the sky rocketing prices of
these commodities, is laudable.

IT  (E-SAMPARAK)

28. E-samparak Centres are operational since 2004 to cater for the
needs of the modern and enlightened citizenry of Chandigarh. Tasks like
Payment of electricity and water bills, college fee, railway reservation,
applying for passport etc, for which people had to run errands to different
places earlier, have been brought under one roof for the convenience and
easy access.

29. It gives me immense satisfaction to see the perseverance of the
administration in sustaining these efforts. It is the result of these efforts and
spirit that soon the public services related to municipal corporation,
election, offices of deputy commissioner, SDM like --- obtaining a caste
certificate, character certificate, residence proof, certificate of birth and
death, arms license, booking of grounds and community centre --- will be
made available at the nearest e samparak centre. This will enhance work
competence, ensure transparency and deliver quick services.



EDUCATION:

30. Chandigarh administration is determined to provide quality education
to the students of UT as well as the neighbouring states. It is also
committed and sensitive towards its teaching faculty’s progression. This
has put Chandigarh on the pedestal of excellence in the field of Education.
As compared to the other cities Chandigarh attracts substantially greater
number of students from other states who come to join schools, colleges
and the university. Keeping this in mind the existing educational facilities
need to be increased. Chandigarh administration is striving to fulfil this aim.
There is a rise in number of smart schools. There is no dearth of teachers
who impart IT based education.

HEALTH:

31. Good health is important. For the sake of its citizens the drive to
provide best medical facilities in the govt hospitals of the city, is on. Our
aim as always is to educate people about health and hygiene and resolve
all medical issues. The scheme of Mobile Health clinics will be initiated
which will bring medical advice, help and medicines at people’s doorsteps.

32. An advantage of Chandigarh being a well planned city is that its
roads are wide and well connected. Number of such cities where one can
reach any corner within minutes can be counted on fingers. New vehicles
are being added in public transport by Chandigarh administration. It has
been observed that too many vehicles on the road obstruct smooth flow of
traffic. The advisory committees are working on the issue and suggestions
from public are also welcome. More parking facilities are being planned so
that the people park their vehicles in their own homes or park in the
designated parking places. The same will not only resolve the traffic
congestion but will also enhance road safety.

33. The Administration is always sensitive to the parking issue with the
increase in the vehicular increase. A multi level parking project is under
construction in sector-17 which will to an extent solve the parking problem.
Similar projects in other sectors will also be initiated in the near future.

WATER CONSERVATION
34. Water is the basis of life and hence is priceless. It is a natural
resource which is exhaustible. It is the duty of every citizen to conserve this
valuable natural asset and use it judiciously so that the future generations
may not suffer.

35. Sewerage treatment plants yield tertiary water which can be used for
arboriculture but this knowledge is limited to a few.



36. Very soon the Administration will formulate a policy which will provide
tertiary water connections to be used essentially for such purposes.

ENVIRONMENT

37. Environment Department is dedicated to keep the city beautiful,
green and clean. Various programmes are organised for public participation
and involvement with the aim to generate awareness to keep the city clean,
green and serene.

38. Nature Interpretation Centre has been set up at Sukhna Lake. The
aim of the centre is to provide information regarding the wet land
ecosystem and wild life bio-diversity of Sukhana Lake.

TOURISM

39. Chandigarh is a city which is full of greenery, is clean and well
planned. The backdrop of the Shivalik range enhances the city’s beauty
and lends it unique aestheticism that makes it a major tourist attraction.

40. Gardens and parks that have been developed not only add to its
beauty but also aid in maintaining the health of its dwellers. All its gardens
are unique and have their own speciality. I am sure that the newly
developed “Garden of Palms,” in sector 42 will be a major attraction for
national and international tourists.

41. A tourist information centre has been set up near the “Capital
Complex’ for tourist assistance and facility. The centre is a tribute to the
foresight of Pt Jawaharlal Nehru and the philosophy of Le-Corbusier.

SPORTS

42. Chandigarh is the epicentre of sports and culture and has made its
presence felt. The Administration is proactive for the promotion of sports
and will continue striving towards excellence in this field by encouraging
maximum sports participation. The city has successfully hosted many
National and International events. For this very reason the contribution of
the sports-persons of the city is recognised at National and international
level.

43. There is a scarcity of land in the city because of which a policy is
being drafted to address the issue which will ensure availability of school



playgrounds in the evening enabling the children’s sports activity to
continue unhindered.

44. Indian cinema enjoys an important place in our society and it is
through this medium cultural exchange and tourism is promoted. Therefore
the UT administration is ever ready to help the film producers in every
possible manner. We are also considering the idea of instituting a film city.
PROTECTION OF CHILD RIGHTS

45. Commission for “Protection of Child Rights” has been set up in the
city. The commission will study the issues pertaining to the protection of the
constitutional and legal rights of the child and review the existing
legislations in accordance with the current-social needs.

SOCIAL WELFARE

46. The year 2014-15 will be dedicated to the Girl-Child and Women with
an aim to provide safety and adequate education to them. In accordance
with the formulated scheme the qualifying beneficiaries will receive the
following benefits –

(a) Newly born girl child will receive special incentive under
“HAMARI BETI” programme.

(b) Bicycles will be distributed under “SARASWATI YOJNA.”
(c) Girls students of colleges will receive Laptops under “E-

SANATAK YOJNA.”
(d) Comprehensive health insurance Scheme for priority

household.

47. It is a matter of great privilege that our nation has progressed in leaps
and bounds in all spheres. The contribution of the people of Panjab,
Haryana and Chandigarh in the progress of the Nation is exemplary. I firmly
believe that when the citizens participate and contribute along with the
Government and Administration, the rate of the progress is enhanced
manifolds, beating the normal pace.

48. Citizens are the main driving force and backbone of the
Administration. Between the society and the Government, the importance
of the society is paramount. No Government policies can be effectively
implemented without the societies and social organisations’ co-operation.
No Government and Administration can achieve excellence solely on its
own.

49. The sign of good governance is the citizens’ participation in the
Administration’s initiatives.  I, myself, and on the behalf of the
Administration request each citizen to participate, contribute and give their
valuable suggestions for the functioning of the city, which is truly a sign of
good governance.



50. The policies of the Administration have been highlighted in the
address. The works done and the statistics of the Government are
separately being given to you.

END

51. In the end, on this auspicious occasion I would like to convey that we
should all pledge to guard and uphold our nation’s prosperity and glory.
With mutual co-operation we will defend and protect the dignity, glory and
honour of our Tri-colour.

52. I congratulate the entire parade contingent, participants, officials and
all those who have worked backstage to make this event successful.

JAI HIND


